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NATION SORROWS
AT HER BEDSIDE

PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING. MAY 24
1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

Cherished Idol of Stricken
Chief is Dying

APOPLEXY

•ir
••••
,

10 CENTS PER WEEK

BOARD COULD NOT
PREFER UNIONS

DR. BRYAN.

Innes Band Comes in From
Triumph at Hopkinsville

gess- Hours Will Loosen Mrs. McKinley's Hold on Life and She Will
Join Husband.

SUSTAINS

MUSIC FESTIVAL
MATINEE TODAY

•41.

Resolution of President List
Finally Withdrawn

Program For Tonight Presents Delightful Variety, Vocal and
Instrumental.

STROKE.

WOMAN'S

CLUB

HAS

Request That Contract for School
Buildings Provide for Union
Labor,

SUCCESS

sroufrri.

TRUSTEES

RUNNING RACES
ROOSEVELT MAY
REDISTRICTING
AT NEXT MATINEE
VISIT PADUCAH
PLAN OUTLINED

1

•

LUMBER PLANT
BURNS TO GROUND

•

COMMERCIAL CLUB
IS MOVING TODAY

•
1
•

LOSS WILL BE ABOUT

s

014

HAVE

NO

etimcE.

Canton, 0., May 24.—Dr. PortThe May Music Festival opened
man, who is attending Mrs. McKinOccasional showers and local thun- this afternoon at Wallace
park. This
Moral influence on public opinion
ley, widow of the president, said der storms tonight
and Saturday. audience is large and tonight promisseems to have been the motive in the
this morning that her heart is Highest temperature yesterda
y, 03; es a record one. Mr. limes and his
request to the echool board last night
stronger and she is in no immediate lowestsfeday, 61.
famous band arrived tibia morning
from the striking carpenters in the
danger of death. Should she con.
from Hopkinsellle where they have
city, that In the erection of the new
tinue to improve she might survive
just closed a most succeseful
enschool buildings, only union labor be
ALL FOR RUSSIA.
for a week. Her strength being kept
gagement. It was Hopkinsville's first
employed. This request came In the
St. Petersburg, May 24.—Reup by heart stimulants.
music festival, also; and the press
form of a motion by President List,
plying to congratulations sent
Attendants at the bedside of Mrs.
notices as well as private letters rewho moved that the motion to
him by the council of the emacMeKlnley at 1: 3#.)
this
ceived by members of the Woman's
morning
cept the plans for the new buildinga
pire
upon
escape
his
from
the
rethought her condition somewhat imclub here, are enthusiastic in praise.
be amended by the specification that
cently discovered plot against
proved.
The same soloists who are with MT.
only union labor be employed in
his life, Czar Nicholas sent the
After a consultation at the McKinInnes here, Miss Listemann, Mrs.
their erection. Half of the board was
following message today: "I
ley home by Dr. E. C. Portman, famPark, Messrs. Carr and Shaw, were
taken completely by surprise by the
heartily thank the council of the
with ihim in Hopkinsville. From here
ily physician of Mrs. McKinley, and
tuotion. After strong speeches from
empire for expressing its sentithe band will fill dates in Indiana and
Dr. J. R. Eymann, superintendent of
most of the trustees, President List
ments. I am convinced the counIllinois until June 1, when they
—Macaut
the Massillon State hospital, physicey
In Now York World. is) withdrew his motion.
cil will be a constant aid to me
The plan of
Open
their
engagem
ent at the Jamesians of wide reputation, a statement
other trustees to give the striking
in all its works. As for my life
town exposition. Mr. Innes is too
was issued that there were no indicarpente
rs the moral influence
it is not precious to me, providof
well known by reputation not to atcations that Mrs. McKinley could
the school board, by making the
ed Russia lives in glory, pence
motract
all
who
have
heard
never
him,
long survive the attack of apoplexy
tion read, "to favor union labor so
and prosperity.
and those who have are keen to refrom which she is suffering. The docfar as practicable, "was not carriednew
the,plea
sure. The second part of
tors gay, however, that they think
out.
TALKED IN SLEEP.
the afternoon program is a Wagnerdissolution will not come for a day
Without any ado. President List.
Elkhart, Ind., May 24.—Eufeat and tonight at 8 o'clock the proor two.
toward the end of the meeting, cane&
MeCiennan fatally stabbed James
gram will be:
Vice-President Porter to the chair,
Mrs. McKinley is in a comatose
Ithineheart last night. McCien1. Second Hungarian Rhapsody...
and made the motion that only union
condition and It is stated that there
nein, talking in his sleep, said
szt
labor be employed. Visibly, a ripple
something
are no grounds for hope of a better
which
displeased
Horsemen From Western Ken- Probably Take This Route To Change
2. The Two Grenadiers, song for
Boundaries so as to of surprise, characterized here by
Ithineheart. The latter remonturn. It is announced that surgeon
basso
Schumann
opposition and there by approval, ran
strated and
tucky and Southern Illinois From Memphis to Washing- Throw More Pupils
General Rixey by special railway arMcClennan
then
Forrest D. Carr.
into Ter- around the board. Not
stabbed him.
srangernent will reach here today.
since the
3. Scenes from Tannhauser..Wagner
Will SummerThoroughbreds ton After Trip Down Miss- ritory of
meetings last summer when the EngTelegrams from all parts of the
McKinley Building lish
4. Sicilian Vespers, Aria for Soposition was a bone of contenWAR ON BAD MEN.
country have been pouring into Canat the Fair Grounds
prano
Verdi
issippi Next Fall
tion, was the atmosphere of the
—Improvements
Boise, Idaho, May 24.—War
ton aoxiously inquiring _as to Mrs.
Listemann,
school board meeting electrified as it
was declared by Chief of Police
McKinley's condition and evincing
5. Kammenoi Ostrow ...Rubinstein
was this motion. Trustees arose in
Francis against certain alleged
widespread sorrow over the announce
6. Valise Caprice (harp solo) Cheshire
quiet( succession to express their
professional bee men, who have
BEST OF
AMATE
UR
ment of her critical fitness.
EVENTS
.
WILL
MAKE NO STOPS AT ALL. EIGHT ROOMS IN THE BUILDING, opinion
H. J. Williams,
s and some of them were
drifted into Boise, now posing as
Mrs. McKinley has been ill nearly
7. (a.) From "The Rose Malden"
sharp, while all condemned the mowitnesse
s
detectiv
and
es
conall winter, having suffered a severe
Bridal chorus
Cowen
tion as it was stated.
cerned in the, trial of Haywood
attack of grip some months ago fol(b.) Prairie Ye the Father Gounod
Trustee
Paducah will be the headquarters
for Steunentrerg murder. They
Beckenback
following
Preside
Rooseve
nt
lt
most
likely
Redistri
lowed later by bronehitia. Physlciane
cting of the school popula- President
(Festival Chorus and Band.)
List said he could not faStrut shout the streets ostestafor some of the 'Infest itistraesnen in will vase through Paduca
h on his tien in the city Is contemplated by vor'
say that in her weakened condition
rt. Grand Opera Scenes (Fantasy)
the motion ;pogo tie did not bethis section of the country, and will way from
tioneely displaying fire arms. The
Memphis to Washington the committee on boundaries of the
she was an easy victim to the disInnes be the home, during the
lieve a was legal, bet that If it was
chief sent for three of them tosummer, of after his Mississippi river trip, ac- school board, that,
Introducing all the Festival Soease with which she was stricken towould
fill
up two qualified to mean that so far as
the beet racing stock in southern Ilday end ordered them to leave
praccording to the following Washington more rooms In the McKinley buildloists in Arias, slauos, etc., from
day.
ticable union labor would be approvlinois and western Kentucky. It is
town before Sunday.
dispatch
ing,
:
In Mechanicsburg. In this build- ed in
Trovatore (Verdi),
Nearing Sixtieth Birthday.
(Faust).
the erection of the buildings by
all attributable to the races given by
"The president, it is said at the ing five rooms; are now in
(0ounod),
Martha (Flotow)
She is nearing her sixtieth birthuse. the school board, he would second
the Matinee club, and members are
WAR ON TRUST.
white house, will not make more The second floor of the building will the motion.
and Lucia (Donizettl) and endday and as Is well known that she
Jubilatrt over the outlook.
Trustee Kelly said that a
St. Paul, May 24.—A great
be fitted to accommodate the ining with the famous Anvil chohaa long been in feeble health, Mrs.
committee of the carpenter's union
"The best amateur races I ever than one speech in any one stop on
battle for the dissolution of the
crease
In
rus.
pupils
brought about by the had called on
McKinley gave up knitting recently
saw in my life." declared Colonel Ed his way down the Mississippi river
oil trust was begun here in earhim to request hlm to
redistricting. On account of the num- use
Popular prices will prevail.
and this waa taken se an indication
his influence in passing the monest today. The question being
Burk, an old horseman of Cairo, "1 after he leaves Canton on the Mtn
ber
of
small
pupils
in
that
Septemb
of
section
er.
Unless
of
the
present
tion, but that he had told them that
that her hold upon Tire was slight,
shall bring a horse here and
fought before the circuit court is
keep
the city, only the seventh grate he
as ever since the tragic death of her
did not believe the idea was either
her here during the summer to race plans are changed only three stops
whether the govermnent in a
could
be
reached
,
as
when
that grade legal or just. So far
are to be made In all. St. Louis, Mo.,
husband she has found solace in knitwith you. boys."
bill, which it has tiled for dissoas he was able,
added
Is
primary
two
rooms would he. said he would
lution of the trust, must confine
ting slippers for friends and Invalids.
Dr. Rollins, of Hinkleville, will Cairo, Iii., and Memphis, Tenn. He
gladly lend his inbe necessary, using the eight rooms. fluence
to them, but did not see how
bring a racer here to keep In the will embark at some point In Iowa.
its allegations of wrong doing to
Of late Mrs. McKinley has been
An eighth grade will be added to the
their idea could be executed other
the period following 1899. This
club stables: as also will Dr. I. II. The trip is to be made with the inobliged to keep close within doors,
Franklin building.
than by getting the contrae(Thlongh
waterways commission
Hughes, of Hardin; E. H. Halley, land
ham come to court on demurrer.
but before that she was in the habit
and
the lowest bid. Speaking to the
Murray, and others brom Metropolis, members of the lakes-to-gulf deep
of taking daily walks and of riding
board, he said he did not think over
waterways association. From Memand nearby cities.
to the cemetery with flowers to place
WOMAN ASSAULTED.
three bids would be received if the
On June 7 the club will meet phis he is to come direct to Washupon the casket which contains the
Gallipolis, 0., May 24.—Mrs.
A. B. Smith Biggest Loser in again for the purpose
motion was adopted. However, to
of deciding ington without stopping anywhere on
body of her late husband.
Charles Geese-hall. wife of a farget the motion before the board for
mer near here, sea, assaulted
Fire at Brookport Early how often the races are to be given. the route."
Dr. Portman after his visit to the
general discussion, Trustee Kelley
At the next meet there will be
and beaten and her hair cut off
McKinley home at 11 o'clock anseconded President List's motion.
This Morning—Mill of South- one or two running races.
by two men dressed in women's
nounced that he found a change for
HOW IT WAS DONE.
Trustee Karnes said he did not beclothes last night. The woman
the better in Mrs. McKinley's condiPine
ern
Compa
ny
lieve such a motion would be legal
was
alone
with four children.
McCracken County Men Did Flue
tion. She was then In a semi-conThe office of the Commercial club and cited instances, where he said
Her [WMery is lnipronable.
scious condition. When spoken to
Work in First.
is
today being removed from over similar plans had failed. He spoke
There
clew.
is
no
she opened her eyes slightly. Dr.
traction company offices to the vigorously against the motion. Trusthe
Portman. however, said the change
Threats to Hon, Gus Thomas, of
tee Davis In a few words expressed
state
of rooms recently rented
in
MAY STRIKE.
was not such as would_ lead him to
Mayfield, that if he let his delegation
the Eagles building. The gym in the disapproval. Of the other trustees
Detroit, May 24.— Detroit
go to some other than a First disexpect any great Improvement, neithByrd, Potter,
building has been given over to the present, Trustees
street railway employes will
er did he tielnk a fatal turn could be
trict man, he might miss the appelClements and Brame did not speak
use
of
the
club
for
Its
Brookpo
meeting
rt,
Ll..
May
The
.
24.---(S
peMonday
vote
on is proposition to
expected before morning, He regerllate bench: promise of rate clerkship new quarter
on the motion. The situation In the
s will be desirable.
cial)--Fire originating from the furstrike, the company having is'Cairo Woodmen of the World have to G. W. Landrani, and the suggesed her condition as satisfactory as
board was unique for such a motion.
nace
totally
consume
d the Southern chartered
fused to consider a demand for
the excursion steamer tion of the psychological moment to
could be expected under the circumTrustees Karnes, Davis and Brame
Mine company's plant, with 50,000
COLOR
APPLIC
ED
Increase
ANTS
d
pay.
requires
It
a
twoLouisiana to bring them up to the Herman Southallai delegates won the
stances but at the same time -could
are contractors, who have not signfeet of lumber, eery this morning.
thirds vote to call a strike.
FOR COUNTY SCHOOLS.
Fourth of July celebration to be held victory for McD. Ferguson at the
predict only a survival of a few days
ed the carpenter's union scale, though
The concern is owned principally by
here by the W. 0. W. They wrote First district railroad convention.
at the most, judging from the present
counterbalancing
any
opposition
A. B. Smith, of Paducah, and the toMOTORMEN KILLED.
Today County Superintendent S. J. they might have, Trustee
Chairman Stethfleld that they expect- McCracken county, in the center bestate of the Patient.
Beckenbach
tal
loss probably is 17,000, covered
Grand Rapids, Mich.. May 24.—
Billingt
on is holding an examination is a member of a union and
Trustee
All Canton Mourns.
by ineuranee. The plant manufactures ed to come a thousand' strong. Indi- tween three candidates, did the fine for
Two men sere killed in a headcolored county teachers' certifi- Kelley employs union men.
cations are that' every town in west work against the state politicians
The feeling of mourning in Canton
cross
arms
for
telepho
ne
poles.
on collision on the interurban
cates
and
the
followin
Trustee
Kentuck
g
are
will
.being
s Kelley and Beckenbach
y
be represented by working for Flnu and Southall When
over Mrs. McKinley's condition Is
The fire was discovered about 1
line near Muskegon today. Roth
Landram was cinched. Gerdner's examined: Lois and Bessie Grubbs, both admitted that the motion was
only second to that which was exhibo'clock this morning by Henry Wal- large crowds.
cars were wrecked, and two nufriends threatened to bolt to Finn. Ceti': Birdie Williams, Monima Over an admirable war measure of the
ters, watchman at Margrave's plant
ited Miring the few days that precedformer,
. were inclose-id in narrow
It was shown to Gus Thomas that ton. Amanda Carruthers and Geneva striking carpenters and
nearby,
expressed
but
the
by
ed the death of her lamented hustime
the
fire
de-,
ye/011)01es and killed. No pressenthis end of the state would be valu- Jordan. city. The examination Is be- sympathy with the union, but they
partmen
reached
t
the
the
scene
firs
band.
gets were injured,
as
well
ing
held In the grand jury room at
as the rest of the trustees,
able In his - fight for the appellate
had gained such headway that the.
Rev. M E Buxton, pastor of the
who took a positive stand, condemnjudgship, while Judge Gardner was the court house.
firemen could do nothing with the
First Methodist Episcopal church
WOMEN RIOT,
ed the idea of discriminating in the
limited resources at hand. The Marassured of loyalty when he makes
and Mrs. McKinley's clergyman,
Rome, May 24.—Women were
specifications on the point of labor.
came
grave plant was net injured.
the
Offers
race
Made
to
succeed
For
Ferguso
"J.
T."
n
again.
down the steps'of the MclKinley home
Intettgatore of serious rioting
President List seeing the unmistakaDr.
Board
behind
Southall,
Already results can tee seen of the ble attitude
after a visit at Mrs. McKinley'a bedwhich ham occurred at Terrier.
of the board on hts moMAY SETTLE STRIKE.
and Hines, behind Finn, are bitter Matinee, club rams, ".1.
side
The women Invaded the iron
T.", the tion as stated, withdrew it without
Buxton had
been shedding
political
foes.
home
When
which
Southal
made
l
Birming
was
the
ham, Ala., May 24.---By a
best time for offering a substitute. His action
works and drove out strike
tears.
Effort Made To Whig About Au vote
he the half mile in the clam A pace, has closed the incident.
of 94 to 96 the general assembly told of the Mayfield defection
hreakere, when the men showed
"Mrs. McKinley is very low." he
Arbitrat ion.
came
been
over
in demand and the owner, J. E.
to Ferguson, and the
of the Southern Presbyterian church
tight, the women
said. "Four nurses are attending:
broke winMorgan, received several offers for
today voted In favor of adopting the whole thing was settled.
dows and dameged Petelteedle
two nurses remain at her bedside
MANSFIELD WORSE.
Acting as intermediaries, several Charlot
the animal today but will not sell
te articles of agreement to enTroops were called out to precontinually. Her weaknese Is pitiful.
London, May 24.— Richest
merohants Interested themselves and
yet.
ter
a general council of representa- LADIES AUXILLIARY OF
serve order.
It searcely seems possible that she
menettekl, the actor, has suffered
saw the contractors yesterday who
tives of all the ohorches holding the
0. R. C. 1011/ECTS OFFICERS.
can lite more than a few hours at
a relapse since his arrival here.
have not signed- the carpenter's scale, Presbyte
rian system, to make recGn.tiN MARKET.
the most. I believe everything mede
He will be moved to the seato arrange a meeting of three comommendations to the general assemThe following were elected by the
Cincinnati, May 24.—Wheat,
eat skill can do Is being done to proshore at Wigton as sooa as his
mittees, one from the carpenters, one
blies.
Ladles Auxilliary. 0. R. C., In sesdollar; corn, no; oafs, 47 1-2,
condition will wreak
long her life until the arrival of Surfrom the contnactortend third from
Columbus. 0.. May 24.—The Pres- sion at Memphis:
geon General Rixey."
the Commercial club, to try to bring
general
Grand
assembly today
preendent, Mrs. J. It.
PADUtAtilt STRONG TRAM
about an adjustment of the points in byterian
PENSION REVOLT.
Wish May Not Be Fulfilled.
chose Kansas City for the meeting of Moore; secretary-treasurer,
Teheran
between
GOES TO CAIRO SUNDAY
question
,
Persia,
the
carpente
Mrs. W
May
and
rs
24.
—
Burton is pastor of the church
E. Higgins; grand guard. Mrs. W S.
Mimeosa penk• prenalled today
contractore. Nothing came_ of it, but the next assembly.
from which President McKinley was
Gear; chairman exeautIve commit
The Padueah baseball team will
among supporters of the shah
it is Intimated that a settlement of
burled.
DR. STANLEY KREBS WILL
tee, Mrs. Perry C. Callahan; .grand
play the Cairo "Pabitts” at Paducah
differen
over
Out
the
the
ces
of
report
will
It
be
that
made
class
Salm
In
Dowfew
a
of
sixteen
only
five
It. Is stated by a close friend of
Senday afternoon, end Eddie Powers,
RETURN TO CHAUTAUQUA senior sister, Mrs. Kathryn Ford. applicants were successful In
lob, Mother of the shah, is at the
weeks.
Mrs. McKinley that It had been her
the
era?,
head of 13,000 followers, seised
county
school teachers' examination the old Kitty league favorite, wilt
greatest wish that she might live to
Navabend and la - marehing On
Dr. Stanley Krebs, the popular leclast Friday and Saturday at lane vetch for the vhdtore. Manager
Infant Dies.
witness the unveiling of the monuturer In teat year's Chautauqua will
Hamnou'an. Troops were disFortner
Oak.
The
Bali
one-day
The questions were prepared Holten assured; some excellent
Pierces
-old
eon
Here.
of Mr. and
ment to President MOKInley In aep•
deltrer
lecture
patched Wally to quell the
"The
on
a
Psychol
ogy
Messrs.
by
Volley
the
Mrs
Davis
state board, and were by far and rot/owing is .tha lineup: Murray.
Edward Knuckles, of Epperson,
and Ed slobtetnher buLthat recently slew -bed axsearper.
died this morning and was buried this of Salesmanship" this year. Sir. Krebs enterger. of Cairo, passed through the most severe list pretreated in Cooper, Old letipignerPhitnlee. Hayes.
pressed the belief that she would be
treats every *abject from a payolto- Paclunah yesterday
an route to Cairo many years, The successful ones are: Braille. another leaguer; Roblesoh.
afternoon
denied that privilege.
logical, though thoroughly poptilar, from Metropol
the Treasury Cortelyoti left for ('an is. They are ronsider- L. B. Alexander, Marshall county; Davis, Hespdan, Karr, Arnold, Berg- ,
pot* of vie*. This lecture is ex- ing putting
doll and Block Manager Hollan
ton upon 1earning of the critical IllIn an electrical show in Rudolph Naylor, Loire
Mr. K. T. Rourqult) has returned
Oak: Willie fare* the men to meet
curtelysit Ones to Canton.
pected to be interesting to the en- Metropolis.
ness In that city of Mrs. William Mc- from Pennsylvania
at The Stag
Eichetitterger was for. Fuel!, New Hope; Ira Faith,
after
a
six
weeks'
Little saloon on Saturday night at
nen !reek *ay 21.--Secretary of Kinley.
tire torn, of every retail store in the Manly 'traveling marrager
7 o'clock
of the Cairo Union: Ray Bean, Sbarpe
absence
from
the
city,
Marshall to receive tiekets and instruct
‘1"
city as well as the traveling men.
Kitty league baseball teem.
ions.
fr County.
The saint will be call*a lia Itlak
11.

CAIRO WOODMEN
$7,000.
COMING JULY 4

ADOPT ARTICLES
BY A CLOSE VOTE

FIVE TEACHERS
GET CERTIFICATES

nallateepitirest4resse'
s-

S.

TWO.,

IPA Gi

THE PADUCAH EVENINS- SUN.

,
LYDIA E.PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE
COMPOUND

. . .‘
N.

HREE TRUSTEES SIX PITCHERS CAN
MAY BID ON WORK NOT DEFEAT CUBS

.
"Jr%

women.

For more than 30 years it has
been curing Female Complaints,
if`_,..4 I
:
I.
such as ititiammaeon. and i'leertsDisplacement
s,
tion, Falling and
and consequent Spinal Weakness,
Backache, and is peculiarly adapted
C.''
1.
to the Change of Life.
LYDJA
E. PEINEKHAM
Its-cords show that it has cured
more cases of Female Ills than any other one remedy known.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound dipsolvies and expels
Tumors at an early stage of development. Dragging Senleationscansing
pain,weigh t, and headache are relieved anal permanently cured by its use.
It corrects Irregularities or Painful Funetioue, Weakness of the
Stomach. Indigestion, Bloating, Nervous Prostration, Headache, General Debility; also, Dizziness. Faintness Ertreme Laseitudes "Don't care
and wantto be left alone" feeling. Irritability. Nervousness,Sleeplessness,
Flatulency. Melancholia or the "Blues." These are sure indications of
female weakness or some organic derangement
For Kidney Complaints of either sex Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable
Compound is a most excellent remedy.

ew School Buildings Reim- McGraw Uses SeventesaTlaysent Big Contracts
ers Against Visitors

1 10.1.RD

a;
WILL RUN

INTO DEBT RESULTS

Each of three members of the
,
re'chool board are prepared to
* ign their positions, should their
I'ids on the plans accepted by the
I oard in the called meeting last night
i or the erection of new buildings, he
i ucceseful. Three members of the
oard are contractors and all likely
Ivill bid on the extensive work start(s:1 by thC board with the call for
i)ids, on the Jackson
street building,
1 he
North Twelfth street building,
Itad the finishing of three rooms
1 he McKinley building. These trusI ees are Messrs. Karnes, Davis and
same.
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Beth noses 200.

120 North Fourth St.
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SCHMAUS

The leas brains a man
bet the
wore he banish on showing that litthe world.
A

In to

AIM

dows and see how

CLUB CHECKS
SHADOW

1

swell these suits
WEAVES

really are

OVERPLAIDS

312 Broadwa .
_
One Woman in Every Five In This
C

_

ountry Works at a Gainful Pursuit

Washington, May 24.—The census
bureau has just issued a report, show
ing that in the United States, exclusive of Alaska, Hawaii and other outlying territories, there are 4,833,630
women at work. nee total number
of women 16 years of age and over in
continental United States in
1906
was 23,485,559, Will h makes one
woman in every five a breadwinner,
Of the number reported as divorced,
55.3 per cent, were supporting them-

%ere employed as pilots, that on
steam railroads 10 were employed at,
baggagemen, 31 as brakemen, 7 as
conductors, 45 as engineers and firemen and 26 as switchmen, yardmen
and flagmen; that 43 were carriage
and hack drivers, 6 ship carpenters,
and 2 roofers and slaters; that 185
were returned as blacksmiths and
508 as machinists; that 8 were boiler
makers, 31 were charcoal, coke and
lime burners and 11 were well borers

selves wholly or in part by their own
earnings• It has been suggested
that the increase of divorce is partly
attributable to thn more independent
economic position of women,
Domestic service, notwithstanding
the increased diversity of employDetective Raker Goes Camping.
mente for women, remains the most
Detective Will Baker will leave toimportant of the occupations, almost day with tent and other necessities
one-fourth of _those reported as en-. for camping out, to join a party In
gaged in gainful pursuits being re- Illinois on. a ten days' camping exturned as servants.
pedition. He will enjoy hunting and
The census shows that five females fishing. This Is his annual vacation
,.._

1

EXCURSION
on the big side wheel steamer

LOUISANA TO EDDYVILLE, KY.
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Sunday,May 26th
Carry your wife and children; they will have a nice. time. The
boat is under new management, and good order will be maintained. The stea:ner has been thoroughly overhauled, and is in first.
class condition, it, every particular. The dancing floor is first-class
and dancing is free. You will have an opportunity to go through the
Penitentiary.
music WILL. BB FURNISHED BY HOLTMAN'S BANE,
FARE,ROUND TRIP $1.00. CHILDREN 80
CENTS

Boat leaves wharf promptly at 8:30; leaves Eddyville at 5 p. m.

No °Mee ever ruined its eye-eight
peeking for a men who knew he was I
fitted for It.

BROS.

PLAIDS

(Incorporated.)

After turning to rubber Lot's wife
turned to salt.
You may have noticed that foolieh
people are always happy.
Don't get into the habit of going
around with your beistles up.

Eilcyth Phonots 191.

Look in the win-

U.G.GULLETT 6 CO.

41fiteern

STAR LAUNDRY

YOUR CHOICE FOR ONLY ...$11.88

,

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
a

--- - -

4

BLUE SERGES
BLACK
SERGES
IMPORTED
WORSTEDS
* CHEVIOTS

..........

FLOWERS

A..
..,
..

• 0...

MD 4

For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and nee you. Phone
schmaus Bros. for ttie largest
arm most complete stock of
flowers-and plants In the City.
Fro. deilvory tio arty
part of the city.

I

visitors

,

Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the -hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.

haven't a complete run of sizes, in any one
pattern, in the whole lot there is every size
from 34 to 44, regulars, stouts and slims.
Every single garment is Spring 1907 model,
splendidly tailored and made up in blue and
black serges, imported worsteds and cheviots,
plaids, club checks, overplaids and shadow
weaves. The suits come both single and
double breasted, two or three button styles
with broad, manly looking e x t en sion
shoulders. Just such suits as many a man
has been glad to pay $15 and $18 for already
this season, but on account of the broken
sizes, you may have

..
.
4

Cheap
l'HE MODEL Paducah's
Cash Store

•

.• • .,

.,
..ii
-i?

11 1.88—

are just eighty-four suits in this
THERE
lot of broken sizes and, though we

._

,

Elegant
Selection
I/..t
of Boys'
*
Suits and
.
wane 44 Knee Pants

• fir
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New York, May 24.--Chicago defeated New York by a
of 5 to
2 winning two out of the series of
three games and leaving the two
teams tied for first place.
Manager McGraw called upon the
services of his entire staff of tqx
pitchars,inut could not stave off defeat. .The game was won and lost in
the fifth, inning when
Matthewson
was batted out of the box. Sheckard
made a home run with two men on
bases.
In all McGraw confronted
the
with 17 players and a big
gathering of spectators was kept on
the tip toe of expectation and excitement at every stage.
E
R
New York
2 10 3
Chicago
5 10 2
Batteries--Wiltse, Ames, Matthewson, Taylor, Ferguson. McGinn it y
and Bresnahan; Lundgren and Kling.

.
Rules of the board forbid a memMedicine in }Cork State,
now practicing in this state, of which
- -Gov. Hughes has signed the medi- there are a little more than 300. de- iI er having a contract with the board
nd if any of the three contractor
cal unification bill. The new law rive under this bill is that everyone 1
iembers should have the successful
marks the end of .years of campaign of them is "recognized" by the state idd,
he would resign in order to
on the part of osteopaths of the titate as a practicing osteopath, and they I eke the contract.
While it might be
to obtain state "recognition," and it are not called upon to pass any ex- I robable that one of these trustees
also puts an end, -for the time at &initiation whatsoever. But all fu- 'would have the successful bids on
least, to the wrangling that has ex- ture osteopaths must pass the exam- :he two buildings, it is improbable
Other National Games.'
Isted between the homeopathic, alio- ination the new board of nine pre- j hat each would bid on all three
obt. So that in any event two of the
RHE
pathie and eclectic itchools in mtali- scribes for students of osteopathy.—
rustees would resign, if they had the Brooklyn
0 6 4
vine.
New York . Letter to Philadelphia i uccessful bids,
3 6 2
and it is entirely pos- Cincinnati
Batteries—Stricklett and Butler;
By the terms of the hill the pres- Ledger.
ible that each of the three members
Y 1
would get one each of the three jobs, Coakley and McLane.
eut three examining boards for those
three schools of medicine are done • Husband—Would you like to die necessitating three resignations. The
hoard has changed complexion conRHE
away with and one board of nine with me?
iderably of late and three resigna- Boston . ....
1 4 2
members is substituted. This board
Wife—Oh, no, dear, 1 would rath- tions, two,
........ 4 12 0
or even one, would give it St. Louis
Is to have power over every school of er live a little longer so that I might almost a new
Batteries— Pfeffer and Brown;
face.
medicine or healing. Osteopaths and mourn for you.—Bon Vivant.
It so happens that these three Beebe and Noonan.
the followers of any other form of
v
members compose the building comRHE
healing must obtain their licenses
trite higher a man gets in this mittee of the boa-rd and they are
Philadelphia
3 8 2
from this board.
wc•rld the more apt he is to think he thoroughly familiar with the Plans Pittsburg
0 1 0
f the improvements and new buildThe advantage of the osteopaths was born in that position.
13atteries--Pittinger and
Dooin;
ings. Last night none would say posAm,
I
Phillippi and Smith
itively
whether
be
would
bid
on
the
•
work, though each said he would reAmerican la•ague.
sign if an of his bids were successRHE
ful. Estimating roughly, Trustee
10 11 1
Karnes said the Jackson street build- Detroit
We would call special at0 7 3
ing would cost $12,000; the North Washington
tention to our $2.00 line of
,
Batteries— Killian
and
Payne;
Twelfth street building, $10,000;
.
Ladies' Oxfords.
and the finishing of the three rooms Patten and Warner.
1
in the McKinley building, $600. AgRHE
The St. Louis Maid $2
gregating $23,000, the work is
a
,
.44.
5 9 0
plum, which even a trustee would Clevelaad
V
Vici, blutcher, patent
Philadelphia
0 6 0
climb out of his position to gel.
Batteries--Thleiman and -(l-ark;
tip. Equal in wear and
,
Plans of Building.
Coombs and Schreck.
style to any 13 shoe in
Bids were called for all the work,
to he in by noon, June 4, the reguPaducah.
11111111r/61.
Chicago-New-York
(rain):
no
,
lar meeting day of the board. It is game.
Finds just
RHE
The Emblem $2
hoped that the contract can be St. Louis
6 10 2
1
what he wants
awarded on that day, so that work Boston
Viet blutcher, plain toe,
0 3 2
shoe .
the
in
can
begin within a week or ten days
.._
very swell and new.
Batteries—Pit' and O'Connor;
line there ! •
thereafter. Trustee Kelley in the Tannehill and ,Armbruster.
The Priscilla $2
LOW CUT
face of opposition, had the specifications read in the meeting. Some had
Patent, plain toe, side lace.
Or
A Toothpleck Case. •
read them while others were restless,
blutcher; the height of eleYork young man with an
New
A
1 tile CUT
11
W10
but direction by committees is not
gance and style.
Trustee Kelley's idea. The Jackson air not as jaunty as he hoped it
all the
The Vanity $2
street building will be 68 feet, 4 might appear, stepped up to the desk
nearest styles.
inches, by 77 feet, 3 inches. It will of one of the big hotels and asked:
()ur prices, too.
A bream ooze, single strap
are moderate,
be a perfectly
plain
building, of "Have you any mall for Jay Jay
swell.
pump;
very
and we can sell
brick, with a tin roof. The lumber
you for $4 a
will he pine, and the long joists must Bunk? Thought I would stop here,
Others at $1.00, $1.15, $1.23.
shoe equal to
be
ordered from the south, requiring but struck the Knickerbocker in$1.a5.
and
$1.50
the $5 shoes
at
least
a month to be imported. stead."
sold by Broad,
Ladies' WhIte0ifords _....$0c
The clerk looked the mall over.
This is expected to be the occasion
I
way stores.
Misses' White Oxfords ......76c
of the greatest delay in building, but. and without a word passed over two
The Model
Child's White Oxfords...... 65c
manufacturers already have written letters.
Sole -agents for the S1 P,
for prices and they ought to he here
"No end of thanks," said the young
KNIGHT $4 Shoes.
by the time the foundation is laid,
man.
"I'll hang up with you the
The rooms will be 25 feet, 6 inches
by 32 feet, 14 foot stories and 8 next time I'm in town."
ori
a
..‘..
As he walked away the clerk
foot basement. The blackboards eith1
er will be Ormstead's Artificial slate, said quietly, "Another toothpick
lef
tt
presented to the board by the man.
ufacturer's representative last night,
"You have heard the old story of
or plaster and lamp black. An octathe fellows who dine at Dennett's
gon flagstaff is specified.
and use their toothpicks on the WalThe North Twelfth street building
will be built from the specifications of dorf steps? Well, title chap trains
the Jackson Street building, with the In that crowd. He has been out of
exception that only the lower floor tefwn somewhere throwing a bluff
Boys' Wash
and the basement will he finished. about living here, and he has had the
Suits_ 50c, 75c
Half of the north side site may be cheek to make us his postoffice. It
sold am the board owns a wnole block wouldn't be half
s.
"
V
Boys' Wash
so bad if he dian't
a
and the proceeds would he opportune
Knee Pants
add the cheap jolly jabout stopping
now in the straightened financial
lbc and 25c
condition of the board. On the ques- here the next time. The youngest
tion of finances, the board with the bell boy in the house would be onto
purchase of the Jackson street see, him at sight."
has used $7,000 out of the $25.04)0
received from the sale of the LongTantalising Man.
fellow building. This leaves $18,000
Full line of Trunks, Suit Cases and Bags always on hand.
"I see 'by the paper," said Mrs
to care for $23.000 worth of work
ordered last night, some $400 for Blinks at the breakfast table, "that a
new desks for the High school, and delegation of women euffragiste is
_ whatever furniture it may be nec- coming to this country."
essary to install in the new buildMr. Blinks said nothing.
"And they're going to invade
ings. Added to this, running expenses
for May and June amounting to $6.- Washington and make a speech
to
000 or $7,000 must be borrowed. In the president,
and all."
July the semi-annual taxes are paid
"I declare," snapped
the lady.
and the school fund will be replen"You're the most tantalising man In
ished hut the beard will close the
existence. There you sit like s statue,
year $12.000 or *15,000 In debt.
never saying a word tO show that you
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
don't know
what you're talking
Will Return Tonight.
Patrolman Lige Cross and Detec- snout"— Atlanta Constitution,
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
tive T. J. Moore will return front
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
Iselingtos tonight, after delaying
Much so-called love is only lip
I and without injury.
twn oharges to the state reformatory.
deep.

.
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$15 and $18 Suits

.

,:, :4. , , ,ra .
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Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkham, Lynn, Mass. for advice. She is the Mrs. Pinkharn
who has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
years. and before that she assisted her mother-in-law Lydia E. Pinkham
in advising. Thus she is well qualified to guide sick women back to
health. Ber advice is free and always helpful.

,

,

usteee Karnes, Davis and Brame New York and Chicago Are Tied For
Will Resign if Their Bids On
First Place in National
Work Are Accepted.
League Race.

Mrs. Pinkham's Standang Invitation to Women

itiff4*

BROKEN LOT SALE

4V-

Is acknowledged to be the most',sue•
ceosful remedy in the country for
those painful ailmeuts peculiar .to

,

FRIDAY, MAY U.

The right to deny admission to any one will be exercised, and
characters will save themselves the embarrassment if they will improper
not ask for
tickets, for they will positively not he allowed aboard. Any one
bringing aboard intoxicants will be put on shore where diesovered. having or
No.iracaicants or gambling will he permitted.
•

immilmomor

A. J. POWELI„ Master.

e,

•

JUST WHERE DOES tto efts
ELEVENTH ST. END? en'

irsliy stand stItt.
I expense, and that the e.d
,Ity hoepital propert3
Nay not have quite eaough'sold,
considerable remonstrance tis.•
to pay for the improvement to Elevbeen heard by the mayor and ttcstreet. No decision could
be paeed the matter before
the board.
reached by the aldermen and it was
Street Inspector Elliott is oppos
ed
referred to the joint street, commi
t- vigorously to selling it, as
the cit3
tee, board of public 'works, and
the has much property such
as piping
city engineer with power to act.
and gravel stored and It would
emit
Ajso it was discovered that no orconsid
erable to remote it. However,
City Engineer Passes Problem dinance
has been brought in provid- Mr. John
Holmes says he will be lening, for sidewalks, curbs and gutter
to Aldermen
s ient with the city and not requir
e the
on Jefferson street or Broadway.
The removal at any near time.
Mr. Elliott
ordinance committee was given
in- thinks by all means the city
should
structions to hurry the preparations
retain the property as his depar
tment
Makes Jug at Jefferson St-eet lint of the necessary ordinances.
is crowded in its present quarters at
Ordinance Dues Not C•nulder
Another matter brought before the
the city hall, and
this property
Loard was the necessity of the MTitle Difficulty.
should be utilized for stable purpos
ut* Central railroad, lowering
its es. It is more centrally locate
d than
tracks at the intersection of Jefferany that could be purchased. Mayor
son street to conform to the
grade of Yeiaer said he had
heard
- ALDERMEN THEN PA.'48 IT ON the weft when improred.
several
At present other remonstrance
s. Mr. Holmes
the track is about one foot higher
wishes to close the deal at once or
than the grade of the street. City Enhe may purchase other property. The
gineer Washington could suggest no
aldermen referred the matter to the
Just where Eleventh street inter- way aroun
d it other than by having finance
committee and board of pubsects Jefferson street is the problem the company
lower the tracks, which lic works
.
City Engineer Washington put be- will put the
railroad to considerable
Other Ordinances.
fore the aldermen at their regular expense. It
was referred to the joint
In the ordinance for the improvefleeting last night. An ordinance street
committee by the aldermen.
ment of Farley place, it has
calls for the paving of Jefferson
been
More information was wanted by
referred to as Short street and the
street from Ninth street to Eleventh the ordinance
committee in drafting contractor
will not sign the contract
street, but Eleventh street from the the ordina
nce, prohibiting the sale owing
to the technicality. The board
south opens Into Jefferson street at of toy pistok
s so to whether the ordi- ordere
d a new ordinance brought in
the F. W. Cook Brewing company's nance
should read all pistols, or only at
once, or if the contractor will
warehouse, while Eleventh street the ones using
get
cartridges. As Alder- the signat
ure of the property owners
from the uorth opens into Jefferson man Stewart
is the father of the bill to pay
the cost, it will be agreeable to
street at a point about 150 feet west. he stated it was
his intention in in- the city.
City Engineer Washington stated it troducing
it to have all Coy pistols
First passage was given the ordiwas necessary to know at once
just included. The pistols using small
nance requiring the city solicitor to
where to carry the improvement. caps are really
as dangerous as the defend
any officials who are sued beConsiderable discussion tollowed,and iaiger ones and
the ordinance will cause of
their official acts.
one suggestion was extend Jeffer
son read prohibiting the sale of toy pisFrom Eighteenth street to Twenstreet to the Intersection of Twelfth tols or instru
ments using high ex- ty-sec
ond street on Broadway there
Ft reot
But the city's runds would plosives. This will
also include the is no drainage,
and the city engineer
obnoxious loaded cane.
says the only remedy is to build
a
City Clerk Henry Bailey reported
sewer and have its exit in Bradshaw
to the board that President Palmer
creek. It was referred to the
board
had not signed the ordinance increasof public works and the city
enving the salary of the city engineer,
misc r.
owing to a technicality he thought in
G. A. Chandler was granted
a liit, as to when it would be effective.
cense to retain liquors at 204 South
Since he understands it does not beNinth street.
come effective until the presen
t
L. L. Nelson complained that waterm of office, January 1, 1908,
the ter runs into his house
on South
aLderrnen presume he will sign
it.
Third street since the improvemen
t
The board concurred in tha.action
of the street and asked that
some
of the council in accepting the offer
relief be given him. His request was
of property owners of Broadway to
referred to the city engineer and
aell the necessary property to widen
street committee,
the roadway west of Fifteenth street
For the beautifying of the city
at 50 cents a foot. Alderman
Smith hall yard City Jailer Ev1tts
was alwas the only one casting a dissen
t- lowed ;15.
ing vote.
The mayor was authorized to sign
IN ADDITION
Saloon Ordinance.
the
paper
excusing Contractor
Further time was asked for the
To our new goods, we are
Bridges from putting in laterals in
ordina
nce
limiti
ng the number of ea- sewer distric
now receiving, we have in
t, No. 2.
loons in the city, Alderman Hubbard
stock some bargains in second
Authority to renew the note for
does not like the ordinance as it
hand pianos, slightly, used
$5,000 given Miss Cornelia Johnson
reads at present, and asked that the
for injuries sustained by falling into
and but little abused, at
mayor be instructed to call
both an uncovered ditch, was
tempting prices and attractive
given the
boards together to sit as a commitmayor.
terms; including
tee of the whole, where it may
be
First Passage.
gone over and any changes sugges
Knabe
tThe following ordinances were
ed.
Kingsbury,
given first passage: Sidewalks, curbs
Mayor Yeiser reported
to the
Grunewald,
board the action of the court in his and gutters, Tennessee street from
Ellington.
Third street to
Twelfth street;
revocation of the saloon license
of
Players from $75.00 Up
W. M. Mitchell, 1000 North Tenth Eighth street from Washington street
street. No further action may be ta- to Tennessee street; Ohio street from
The player piano a speken by the city at present and the Third street to Thirteenth
street,
cialty.
Fifth street from Clay street to Trimboard passed the case.
Delighted to show them.
Relative to the request of property ble street; for graveling of street,
"Come in again."
owners that Eighteenth street be Thirteenth street from
Flournoy
opened between Monroe and Jeffer- itreet to Terrell street; Boyd street
son streets, it was found the City from Sixth street to Seventh street;
does not own the necessary property Kincaid street from Bridge street to
and the signers were notified that a point 712 feet west; Ftnley street /
they would have to dedicate the right from Seventh street to Eighth street.
518 Broadway.
Property* owners were present to
of way first.
Since the council has% consented protest against the improvement of
Kincaid street, and also for it. Two
petitions were read.
In passing the ordinance for sidewalks on Fourth street between Clay
street and Trimble street, the council in giving it two passages failed
to put in the width or the time and
it was sent back for these correct lois.
President Palmer was out of the
city and Alderman P. H. Stewart was
elected president pro tem.

t

ee•

•

• •s,

W. T. Miller & Bro.

Council Meeting.
Before the alderman's session the
mayor called the council together to
give second passage for the ordinance
providing for sidewalks, curbing and
guttering on Broadway from Fifteenth street to the city limits.
License was granted O. A. Chandler to retail liquors at 204 South
Ninth street.
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Vacation Trips.
In the summer resort region of
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Northern
Michigan, The North-Western
Line
i reaches with direct train service and
!through
Pullman - sleeping cars, a
!series
of cool summer resorts, hunting and fishing grounds. which for
variety of interest excel all others.
Numerous good
hotels, boardillg
houses and camps. Some of the best
.fishing in the world. If you are interested in finding a place suited to
i your particular needs, call upon any
ticket agent or address N. M. Breeze,
general agent, 4:16 Walnut street,
Cincinnati, Ohio

Or
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We Want rour Head
Because we have the most complete line
of straw hats ever shown in Paducah.
Conspicuous among our display are the
new Knox and Ludlow pull down negligee
straws; these are the new styles which you
have seen on the street during the past
week. Come in; we will be glad to show
you something individual in straws.
SEE

DOG WAS ARISTOCRAT
OF VANDERBILT CLAMS.
The $1,1400 Collie dog recovered
for the Gentry Brothers shows by Paducah detectives, was brought from
Scotland by Freddie Vanderbilt, the
New York millionaire. This was
learned on Detective Baker's deifyI
,ery of the dog to the show proprietors at Mayfield.

WINCOW DISPLAY

1

Ask to see the Wilson Stretchy Fancy Hat
Band, something entirely stew and vejetch
ryy.
.
.

..
-.V"Amp BROADWAY
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The Difference in Clothes
0,16

cstcSIS

is the easiest thing in the world to buy poor clothes. Mor
e men buy
IT tha
t kind than any other. They prevail to a muc

h greater extent
than the well-built, individual and distinctive kind. The
poor kind is
easier made and the profit thereon larger.
But when it comes to satisfaction---that is, wearing qual
ities, perfect workmanship
and correct fashioning---only the good clothes 'make a
return. These are the features
we can conscientiously claim for the lines we handle.
When you wear "cheap" clothes you are in constant
turmoil; when you wear good
clothes satisfaction is uninterrupted. Try it if you neve
r have.
Try a Roxboro worsted, in gray, brown
or mixed goods, either in check,
plaid or stripe, they ''are truly "The Mast
er Craftmanship." $20 up to $40.
Try one of our business plaids or chec
ks; the makers are pleased to insure them —so are we—$15, $18, $20, and
$25.
Lower priced lines here at $7.50, $10.00
and $12.50.
The trousers departmenk,reports a remarkab
ly fine collection of new
styles and patterns. Stripes prevail, but other
patterns are nomcrous and
all qualities are guaranteed. Style of cut: peg top
and conservative—$2.50,
$3.00, $3.50, $5.00, $6.00, $7.50, $8.00 and $9 00.

UNDERWEAR SUGGESTIONS
Time to change your underwear. We therefore call
your attention to the very oomplete line we have prepared
for you for summer wear. In this assemblage there is
contained genuine imported Silks, French Lisles, Balbriggans and Nainsooks. The goods come in all styles—long
or short sleeve shirts, ankle or knee length drawers; also
regular or stout garments; in a long range of prices-50c
to $7.50 the suit.

Subscribe tor l'bo Illwai.•

HABERDASHERY SUGGE.STIONS
Fine assortment of fancy and washa
ble waistcoats,
single breasted, three, four and ffve butto
ns-41.50, $2.00,
$2 50 to $10.00.
,
Fancy negligee shirts—St-Wm Cluett
s and Wallerstein's; plaited and plain soft bosoms;
myriads of patterns—$100, l 50, 42.00 to $5.00.
Fancy neckwear, beautiful silks in natro
w four-in
hands and other models. Special sttention
is called to a
splendid line at 50e.

74eillyear)

little fellows from 2 to ti- larger boys from 7 to 10—growing boys from
11 to 14—youths from 15 to
THEterest
In the Boys' Shop, which
created for them especially and is maint
ained for them

17—all have an in.
was
excluttively. It is a separate
and distinct store in Itself and Complete it its great display of qualit
y clothes. There Is nothing good create
d in boys or children's wear that is not shown here in profusion and the range of prices
provide for boys in all conditions of
life— the cithildven of
labori
merch
man,
the
ng
ant and professional man. If mi have never
the
visited this department, you should
do so in the intest of economy. If you hate been here, you will eetne again witho
ut any aid from this advertisement.

114)7S Must Be (lad.
!lovas have begun to go in swimming. and Chief of Police James Collins will issue instructions that they
confine themselves to swimming
[
A Weasel Pop
places below the city limits or wear
bathing suits. Near the saw logs at
with each suit
the lengstaff and Ferguson-Palmer
mills are favorite swiMmifig places,
The Boys'
hut suits will have to be yrorn
by
switnMere If they "go In" at these
places.

I
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Gun .free
bought in
Shop

MEN5 AND BOY S OUT

3-1-ivro BROADWAY
PADUCAH. KY

iiiatahiltotiod 1461,4

I A Weasel Pop Gun li-ri
with each suit bought in
The Boys' Shop

1

the tabucal) $un.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

p
f
ould reinair• tha tat
tics, or rather keep it out of politics;
for It is practically removed, by the
overwhelming sentiment of the country in favor of protective tariff

GRADUATES FROM
RAILROAD NOTES
COUNTY SCHOOLS

CLOTHES TALK

Mr. James MaLaughlin, gardner
of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Resolutions deploring the reducLouis, weut to Murray this morniag
tion of passenger fares, because It
ta work newer beds.
freight
way mesa tbe Increase of
Hold the Commencement Ex- Mr. Steeling, the sawyer in the
rates, adopted by the manufacturIllinois Central planing. mill, is Ill of
ers' association, will meet with about
amities Tonight
You know as well as we do, that, while every men enjoys good
fever and unable to be on duty.'
es much sympathy from the consumMr. Frank Budde, of the illinsfis
clothes, he doesn't always get them.
er, who has to pay passenger fare,
Central freight car shops, is on duty
and in the long run freight rates, Interesting Program, Literary and today after a several days' lay off on
A pull here and a pat there, and a little smoothing out somewhere
too, as will the resolution by the
account of an injured foot.
Musical Arranged for the
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GOATLESS DAYS CALL FOR NEAT, COOL, WELL FITTING SHIRTS
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Mrs. Abbie Howland, wife of Mr.
John Rowland, left last night for a
three weeks' visit to friends and yel1 neves ie Louisville.
Deeds Filed.
Miss Flora Sisieee, of the JefferMiss Pendley's Honors.
to S. V. Burk,
W. C. O'Bryan
Miss Floy Pendley, daughter of sou building, was granted a three
Dr. J. W. Pendley, won honors at days' leave of absence by the school property in the O'Bryas addition.
$200.
the Ward seminary in Nashville by board last night.
Mrs. Alben Barkley returned this
the highest per cent in German. She
In Police Court.
was first of several hundred pupils. morning from Mayfield, where she
In police court this morning one,
has been visiting.
Attractive Musicale for Visitors.
Mr. Jack Fisher has returned from one fine was assetssed.
Will Stooks, for being drunk and
Mr, and Mrs. George A. Flournoy St Louis.
entertained with a very delightful inMrs, Frank Wahl will entertain disorderly, was lined $20 and costs
formal musicale last evening at her two Sunday school classes tomor- He was arrested last utght by Patrolwhile prowling'
E are just in itceipt of another large shipment of
man James Clark
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mailings direct from Japan; new fresh goods
in compliment to Mrs. Frank 0.
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S. S. CONVENTION
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HIS COMRADES
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Hart sells a solid oak four.
passenger Lawn Swing for
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$6.00 by the other fellow.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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purifier. Many people, especially those whoile work confines
them ire:Iowa, buffer from impure blood. It takes limey forma: eczema,
SC!°tulle pimples, sallow complexion,itching, Bores anneuila (poor watery .
blood) are al: a sign that your blood is in an unhealthy couch:ion. The
.11fe of the body depends upon rich,pure bkiod, and the only way to become strong and well is to get at be root of the cileease and remove the
cause. Pr. Edwards' Compound Dandelion Pills are prepared from a famous old preacription. They contain nothing but vegetable matter and are
unequalled as a remedy for the cure of all blood diseases. Get a iox today.
1,,,.•)(1
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After five futile starts they got
Trixie, owned by West Kentucky
The Charles Turner is receiving
with Sam Berger in Philadelphia was
away with Brook Hill in the lead and stock farm driven by C. H. Harris.
new sheets In the boilers and probfixed and that the fight actually was SATISFACTION
Harry A , ".I. T.," and George Starr
Sarah McGregor, owned by Geo. C
will be ready for business Monrehearsed in a barn the night before,
GUARANTEED flowing in order. George Starr's Wallace, driven by Gus Thompson. ably
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with Jack Gleason as the
break lost his chances. They
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You get handsome, well
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appointed carriages
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Brook Hill, and George Starr, time
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Trixie well in the lead. Tobe Scott in the
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
Every expert pronounced O'Brien in
started. Harry A., George Starr and
was working hard for the lead with next week -to inspect the Chattanoothe pink of condition. and his pro's"J. T.." in order. George Starr, afSarah McGregor, Geo • C. Wallace
S. E. BAMBERGER, Prop.
ter a hard run, broke in the stretch.
in
driving, third. They finished
1507.
Both Phones
Harry A. finished first and "J. T."
order of starting. Time 1:1C.
second, time 1:0714.
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Scott, Trixle and Gus B in order.
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McGregor, Tobe Scott third and Gus
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B, last. Time 1:12.
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Man and Purchase His
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Tobe Scott. Tom
Remedies.
Soot Binding, Bank Work.
third. The finish was a neck and
and Library Work a specialty.
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and Tobe Scott, who had taken seconl place from Trixie on the quarMr. Cash, the manager of a large
McGregor and medical concern, has been at Mc.Sarah
ter. Both
Tobe Scott broke in the stretch, but Pherson's drug store since Tuesday.
the former won by a neck. Time personally introducing his great prepMETROPOLIS, ILL.
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arations, closes his work here SaturD. A. Bailey, Prop.
(lass A Trot.
day evening in order to fill engage'Fewest and best hotel in the city ,
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driven by Gus Thompson.
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Belle Brooks, owned and driven by as stated before, his time is limited.
ventage. Bath rooms, Electric light.
C, H. Harris.
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Among the callers at the drug
Mettle Wilkes, owned and driven store are both those who have been
lie city.
by Ben T. Frank.
benefited and anxious to express their
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Result.
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LI4711TED.
Billy Buck, first; Belle Brooks, see purchase the remedies. One travel.
"YOU ARE LUCKY"
ond, and Mattle Wilkes, third,
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against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
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Brooks I must admit I believe it the greatest
Wilkes following.
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passed Mettle Wilkes with ease, the remedy I ever tried." Similar statecent, on deposits.
Is Angeles, Cal.-Electric
latter breaking. Billy Buck finished ments by others treated proves that
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In lead. Time 1:11%.
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ifested. When seen today Mr. Cash
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Round trip, 160.50.
Starters-Anita, owned and driven said: "I am pleased at the good reiceliniouit, Va., round trip
by Joseph L. Friedman.
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$16.80. Special train
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C. L. Van Meter.
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Ind Anita third.
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Colorado
Grand Canyon
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Philadelphia Jack O'Brien Confesses
to Many Fakes in His Ring Career

FAULTLESS
PRESSING CLUB

The Best Carriage
Serrice in Paducah

FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB

Last Day
in Paducah

Oak Dale Hotel

Do you knoW Why more
than 1,000families in
Paducah

DON'T YOU STAND FOR IT

HENRY MAMMEN, JR.

Don't kick and fuss---just order
the New Phone.

NEW STATE HOTEL

PADUCAH HOME TEl EPHONE CO., Inc.

l

I

COOK
WITH
GAS?

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway

1

The Want Ads. in the Paducah Papers
.Indicate the Telephone Situation

EAST TENNESSEE TEL

•

CO.

Ask some of them

The PaducahtLight & Power Co,

31,

•
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Deal

Is assured you when you buy Dr. Pierce's
family medicines-for all the Ingredients entering into them are printed on
the bottle-Wrappers and their formelas
are attested under oath as being complete
and correct. You know just what you are
paying for and that the ingredients are
gathered from Nature's laboratory, being
selected from the most valuable native
Medicinal roots fouud growing In our
WM potent Wean
American tone
ha I
to the moat
are per
dro
delicate worns

• 'rat

arnrini
sera s •

!. •
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Ballard 6, Fernandez
PRINCESS LOUISE
Clear Havana Cigars
10c, 3 for 25c, 2 for 25c

MAKER
OF HISTORY

Securing exclusive agency for
Renard & Fernandez famous
PRINCESS LOUISE Clear
vana is a matter of considerable
pride with us, for we are always
on the alert for new things
which will strengthen our pealLion as leaders in the fine cigar
trade of Paducah. These cigars
come in 10C, 3 for 25c, and 2 for
25c Sizes, and we don't hesitate
to recommend them to the most
discriminating smoker in the
world. Their rare richness of
aroma and full distinctive flavor
have won them friends in every
City of the country. ()ur spehumidors
cially constructed
keep them in the pink of condition -always.
Another big shipment of

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM.
Azithor at 'Tb* Master Mummer.""A Prince of Sinners." 'Mysterious Mr.
Sabin." "Anna the Adventuress." Etc.

1_es-

Copyright. l9, Ma. by LITTL1. BROWN. and COP1PANY.

use r
Pf
se cot ne. This agent possessrs
In r nAb. thealctnal properUta of Its own.
being a moot valuable antiseptic and ante
ferment, nutritive and soothing demulcent.
Glycerine plays an important part in
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery in
the cure of indigostion, dyspepsia and
weak stomach, attended by'sour risings,
heart-burn, foul breath, coated tongue,
poor appetite, gnawing feeling In stomach, biliousness and kindred derangements of the stomach, liver and bowels.
liesides curing all the above distressing
ailments, the"Golden Medical Discovery "
is a specific for all diseases of the mucous
Membranes, at; catarrh, whether of the
easel isesttages or of the stomach:bowels
or pelvic organs. Esen in its ulcerative
stages it will yield to this sovereign remedy if its use be persevered in. In Chronic
Catarrh of the Nasal passages, it is well,
while taking the "Golden Medical Discovery " for the necessary constitutional
treatment, to cleanse the passages freely
two or three times a day with Dr. Sage's
Catarrh Remedy. This thorough course
of treatmeut generally curet the worst
'
cases,
In coughs and hoarseness caused by bronchial. throat and lung affectkais, excevt consumption In its advanced mums.the "Golden
Medical Discovery" Is a most etilehent remedy, especially in those obstinate, hang-on
coughs caused by irritation and congestion of
the bronchial mucous membranes. The"
eovery "Is not so good fur acute coughs arising from midden colds, nor must it be expected to cure consumption In Its advanced
stages-no medicine will do that-but for all
the obstinate, chronic coughs. which. If neglected, or badly treated, lead up to consumegrass; d he best medicJe that ea he te
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Raise

S
Paducah, Ky.

211-213 S. Third St.

Great Summer Discount

Oyer Million Dollars With
to Fight -Distatierial
l'onlitinat ions."

Whitt

Call. wruo or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
SUMMER DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS secured or MONEY BACK

n.riannnnailn PRACTICAL
BUSINESSCOLLEGES
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New York, May 24.-The National
Association of Manufacturers of the
IN years' success. Address:
United States went all record today
JNo, E. DRAUGHON, Pres.
as in favor of a revision of the tariff
(Continued from MinerdaY.)
Broadway, or Evansville, St. !Antis or Memphis.
Is you without reserve. It el possible
at the earliest opportunity, and the PADUCAH, 414
that you might be able to offer the
CHAPTER XXXII'.
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more
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negotiation
NE of his three visitors Dun- governmeut department of my countreaties.
I
attached
an
induceam
to
I
try
which
immediatecomb* recognised
A lively debate preceded the vote,
ly. It was M. Louis. Of the ment to interest thenmelves in your
the
of
whish was ufmn the acceptance
other two, one was a French- behalf. Mind, 1 ant uot sure. but if
report of the committee on tariff and
noted waters and baths in America
man, of soinewhat somber looking per- my Information is correct there is cerreciprocity. The committee based its
RBEJORT
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son In a black beard and gold rimmed tainly a possibility."
recommendations on a toll of the 3.guests.
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government
heated,
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Steam
unmistakably
lighted,
as
Electric
other
the
eyeglasses,
000 members of the association. Of
an Englishman of the lower middle eountry to which you are attached."
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
the total number replying 55 per cent
BATHS-Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Massage.
class. His broad shoulders end some- Duncombe repeated thoughtfully. "Let
declared for immediate revision.
AM I -SEMENTS-Dancing, Bowling, Billierds. Tennis, Hunting.
what stiff bearing seemed to suggest me understand you. You mean the seFishing
; while 24) per cent expressed a "hands
some sort of drill. Looking them over. cret service pollee?"
id 1901. Reload Nasal Trip gets on Innis Creel biked
be
cent
Sense
per
Eight
Deng
loff"
Lei
Wel
Sites
sentiment.
Immense* found himself instinctive(To Be Continued.)
Havana Etionmorn
For Pamphlet and Rates Aritire ,
lieved that the time,lor revision had
ly wondering whether the personal
5z. Cigars.
obwas
which
two,
these
of
streugth
not arrived, and the other IT per cent
MEIRCKE Eillk08., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS. KY.
He Fought at Gettysburg.
onlor
vious, might become a factor In the
expressed indifference or made nonDavid Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
coming Interview.
committal answers.
writes:
Getlts-sburg,
who
at
a
lost
foot
The baron naturally was spokesman.
Work of (losing Dar.
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He bowed very gravely to Duncombe, "Electric Bitters have done me more
Beer.
The mass of resolutions adopted Roosix ELT IN HEALTH PLAN.
and did not offer his hand.
good than any medicine I ever took
is the leading producer
by the association on this, the clos"Germeny
"I must apologize, Sir George." he For several years I had stomach
ing day of its convention, included Writes "Committee of One Hundred" of beer," says a London newspaper,
said, "for disturbing you at sueli an trouble, and paid out much money for
indorsement of the open shop, Indus"with 1.601,040.00ti gallons in Iette•
howbusiness,
Should Re National Ambition.
Inopportune hour. Our
trial education, the improvement of
medicine to little purpose, until I beThe United Kingdom, which brewed .
ever. made it necessary for us to reach
the consular service, commendation
gan taking Electric Bitters. I would
you with as little delay as possible."
Washington, D. C., May 23.-Pros- 1,219.1)00,0ov gallons, has lately reof the national river and harbor con00 for what they have
"Perhaps you will be good enough to not take $5,
Roosevelt has written a letter signed the second place to the United
gress, urging the president to with- ident
explain." Duncombe answered, "what done for me." Grand tonic for the
Fisher, president of the states, which manufactured 1,413,Irving
to
hold his approval of the new German
that business is."
aged and for female weaknesses
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The baron
For
inGreat alteragive and body builder;
Easily 'Understood:
In its both Germany and the United States
practical producers could be obtained mending the work of that body
little protesting gesture.
cure for lame back and weak
stance," he said, "I don't know at
sure
"I regret to tell you. Sir George," he
regarding the effects upon domestic efforts to bring about increased fed- is increasing, while that of the Unitby all drugall how the incandescent light is announced, "that it is of a most un- kidneys. Guaranteed
labor and industry likely to follow eral regulations concerning public ed Kftgdom has steadily decreased
produced." "Oh, it's very simple,' pleasant nature. I could wish that its gists. 50c.
the customs administrative change health.
from 1,30 Latel,e;10 gallons in 1901.
STILL BEING FOUGHT BY RAIL- In favor of "export values," and op
said the lady. "You just press a execution had fallen ibto other hands.
The president says that national The United Kingdom is far down the
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Springfield, Ill., May 24,-The 2 and F. II, Stillman, of New York
a warrant for your arrest. You will the woman and was about to slap the
i ionat
find them possessed of all gibe legal boy on the knee when the mother in- cent passenger fare bill passed by treasurer. •
documents, French and Etteillsh. We terposed. e'Don't wake him," she the recent general assembly was torn
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Is ashamed of doing childish things.
"Arrest!" Duncombe repeated. "On
system in Illinois. The constitution- speakers.
are as follows;
This is the first time in a year that
what ebarge?"
ality of the act was questioned, the
41230,000.00
"An extremely serious one." the bar- he has been my baby boy again. Let
Capital
and justness were ridiculed,
fairness
Paducah to Cincinnati and
A Hard Debt To Pay.
on answered gravely. "The charge of me enjoy it."-New York Globe.
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return ....
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roads would fight it to a finish.
ment.
of Westfield, Iowa, "for my rescu'
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Total
.J. M. Hamill, of Belleville, counsel front death, by Dr. King's New Dis'
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of June last." the baron said gravely. safe, gentle cleansers and invigorat- the passage of the act would repeal
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Office Richmond House.
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Wholdeale Drugs; 11, A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Gu-aranteed to cure headache.
Telephone 66-B,
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At all druggists, 25c .
Duncombe laughed derisively.
ability, would take from that body complete cure." Nothing has eve GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
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"That barber seems to be doing a as well. He told the governor that colds and all throat and lung corn
any man living bow that poor girl
L. ATKINS, Cashier.
ED.
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you want of me? Let's get at it with- like gasoline." "Why, I don't see the ter a thorough investigation, changed
met wasting time."
Idea.-" "Don't you see? His patrons the present rate the railroads would
After Death.
livagagedlla and Paducah Packets
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STEAMER MCI( FOWLER
A boss Is a man who sits down and
which IP substantiated by what it ha
railroads.
began to feel a little bewildered.
done for my family."
sees the others stand np.-New York
"You mean to say that you have
Sold by all druggists.
Loaves Pa4,ucala for Cairo and Ira; come here to arrest me on this charge? Commercial.
STOP GRUMBLING
If you suffer from Rheumatism or
landings at 8 a. m sharpe, daily, ex That yon want me to go away with
In Roumania a secret anti-/ewes
pains. for Ballard's' Snow Liniment
Hot air is the motive power that cure
rept Sunday. Special excnraion Tate you tonight?' he asked.
for Sprains. Rheumatism. Con- society has been
discovered, th
"It is not a matter of wenting you operates the human talking machine. tracted Muscles and all pains-and
now in effect from Paducah to Cain
of all. Price 25e. P0c members of which include a larg
reach
the
within
and return, with or without meak to come," the baron answered coldly.
and $1.56. C R. Smith. Tenches. Tex. number of well known professors an
writes: "I have used Rallard'n Snow
and room. Good music and table un "It is a matter of necessity."
Liniment In my family for yearn and journalists.
moved toward the fire
Duncombe
found It a One remedy for all
have
surpassed .
For the
place.
pains and aches. I recommend It for
For further information apply t•
pains In the chest."
Many a man becomes a jailbir
"Will you allow me the privilege of
Sold by all druggists.
8. A. Fowler General Pan. Agent, at a few moments' conversation with you
through his strenuous efforts t
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, a In private?" be said to the baron.
feather his nest.
The Dear Old Dollar.
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. WIN "Your companioue will perhaps excuse
old
the
is
hearts
our
to
dear
"How
you for a moment."
Itoth oboes- No. 111.
The baron followed without remark.
sliver dollar, when some kind subThey stood facing one neither upon
scriber presents It to view-the liberLOUD; AND TENNIIISSLE
the hearth rug. Duncombe leaned one
ty head without necktie or collar,
RIVER PACKET COMPANI elbow upon the mantelpiece and turnand all the strange things that to us
announcin
We
pleasure
take
ed toward his companion.
seem so new; the wide-spreading
ing that we now have Denatured
"Leek here," be said, "those papers
FOR TINNENNWS SIMNEL
Alcohol for our trade. It is to 'eagle, the arrows below it, the stars
seem genuine enough. and if you Infest
and the words with the queer things
be used for burning purposes
upon it I *III go with you to Norwich.
I shall take care not to let you out of
only, aa nearly every one now
to tell. The coin of our fathers!
my sight, and if when we get there I
knows, but for UPC In the arts
We're glad that we know R. for some
find that it is any part of one of your
and mechanics it Is the neat
time or other 'twill come in right
4confounded conspirseire you will find
Acid
economical and satisfactory fUe
well-the spreading dollar, the old
that the penalPes for this sort tif thing
known.
i silver dollar, the big, welcome dol1
In England are pretty severe. HowCheaper than wood alOnhol, it
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are well aware of
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ever,
doubt
lar we all love
no
River
Tennessee
For
beeves Paducah
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also hurtle without any of Ito
that. The question Is this: What do
CIty Journal
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
you really want from me?"
offensive odor. Next time try
Mantel
I. W. WRIGHT,
M. Lents, who had lit a cigarette,
it in your chafirg dish or alcoTHS urn INSVRAwCE
Cierii withdrew it from his mouth and exEUGENE ROBINSON,
Meddle has started the public to thinkhol heater; It will be a revelawonderful sueeetis that has
The
e.
In
This company is not responsible amined tho lighted end for a moment
tion to you. Be sure to phone
met Bailard's Horehound Syrup in its
for invoice charges unless collect" in silence.
crusade on tweets, Influense, Won
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
"The documents," he said, "are gen
chttls and mil pulmonary troubles has
by tl•eleri •••' the boat.
Paducah druggist handles It.
started the public to thinking of this
nine. You ere arraigned in perfectly
wonderful preparation. They are all
Solis Phones 786.
legal fashion. Upon the affidavits there
using - et.- Join the proressien *inn
Move with sickness. Price 25a 60c
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for
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convincing."
the most
The evidence is remarkably
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street
25c 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
Down Throgmorton
durable and ecenomical oh the
"Police conetedted evidence," Denfor bottle.
walked side by side in a- melancho:y
WITH
market. The automatic oiler is a
combe remarked, "would neceatiarily
strong feature and it has many
silence. "pull -or bear?" whispered
85c 2 pt. and bottle: inc rebate
he so. I admit that you hold A Strong
Etch
for bottle.
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the sympathetic friend '-'Merely the other points you willbelike.
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ever.
ordinary ruddy
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Third street and flee them.
Sporting Times.
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exchange for these documents?"
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Seventh and Broadway.
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Sir.

L. L. NELSON

not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bcmded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stamp---it protects you.
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SAMUEL QUISSENBERRY AND L.
E. JENKINS INJURED.

BIEDERMAN'S

1 BIG EXCURSION

SPECIALS

41.

WILL BE CONDUCTED BY CENTRAL LABOR UNION SUNDAY.

Earthquake.
Dates, per lb Sc.
Pie Filling, per lb. 5c.
Manager of Western Union Dragged
Jar Apple Butter only 10r.
Steamer Louisiana Will Take Party to
Halt Block By Runaway Team
Fish Food, for gold fishEddyville 011 Ohio and Cuml'esterdsay.
Foamaline for Ice Cream. Ti has
berland Rivers.
no equal.
,
Boraxo, for the bath. It Is nice
and highly perfumed.
Mr. Samuel Quiaeenberry, manager
What promises to be one of the
Borax, per lb. 15c.
Union
of the Western
Telegraph
Home-made Cakes, Lady Fingers, most successful river excursions ever
company, and L. E. Jenkins, a line- Jelly
run out of Paducah will be given on
Roll and Pound Cake.
man, were injured yesterday afterthe steamer Louisiana next Sunday
Nabiscos and FestInos.
noon in a runaway at Second and
Chicken Food for all kinds of under the auspices of the Central Labor union. The boat will leave the
Jackson streets, but their condition chickens,
old or young, and
also
foot of Broadway at 8:30 o'clock and
is not serious. They were driving on crushed shells.
proceeding up the Ohio and CumberSouth Second street en route to the
This is the season of the year to
land rivets, will take the party to
Ferguson-Palmer mills at Third and use
stock powder. We have them
Eddyville and back, a distance of 65
Elizabeth streets, when they turned even
for chickens, rupe cure and regmiles. It is promised that the best of
into Jackson street, the buggy tongue ulator.
order will prevail and no drinking
snapped, frightening the horses. Mr.
Tea—Tea—Tea--With every pack- will be tolerated
on board.
Quissenberry was thrown out and age
of Tea from 2•5c up we will give
as I
dragged for half a block before he a canister.
:._-"Has he paid his election bet?"
succeeded in extricating himself from
We also hazidle all of the soft
"Not yet. He's got to stand on the (
the tangle of lines. Mr. Jenkins was drinks
44
141-41
made in Paducah by the case
also thrown out and sustained a
market
place and bray like a Georand can deliver them on short notice.
111%
sprained ankle. The horses collided
gia mule; and there's some doubt
with a fence at Fourth and Jackson
about it."
Retail Grocers to Meet.
streets partially demolishing it. Two
"Trouble?"
blocks further on they were stopped.
The retail grocers of Paducah will
"Yes, the mules are kicking." -Mr. Quissenberry was carried into reorganize this evening at the Wood- Atlanta Constitution.
DuBois & company's drug store, at men of the World hall on North
Third and Jackson streets, and pthy- Fourth street. The organization itaiNo, Cordelia, footnotes are not
sicians summoned. He sustained a combined with the wholesale grocers
severe cut over his left ear, a hole in several years ago, but finally dropped produced by blowing a shoe horn.
his forehead and a gash in his right out of existence. The object of the
you studied clothes as we do you would be surleg. Jenkins sustained a sprained association is to promote the inter1- prised to find how the little things—things you
ankle.
eats of retail grocers.

MunumM08114

Jaturdaq 'fight
7:30 to 5:30
ANOTHER interesting
Saturday night one
hour special. These sales
are given for advertising
purposes, and for that reason prices for this one hour
are so remarkably low. You
should certainly visit our
store on Saturday night and
take advantage of these advertising special prices, for
each item represents best
quality and at such a money
saving to you. Of course
there is a crowd, but that
only makes it better worth
your while to get some of
the good things which
everybody wants.
Now, this Saturday night we
are going to have, besides from
those items quoted below, one
special item for this period which
we are not going to tell you about
until you come down Saturday
night; but let us impress upon you
that it will be well worth your
time to attend this sale, for this
item alone---we promise that you
will be glad to get it. We are
going to offer -it to you Saturday
night, 7:30 to 8:30---you come and
buy it.
4 dozen Hook-on Hose Supporters, all

The Little Things
Count in Clothes

IF

Rosa—"Now, Max. you really must
"Who has the ordering of the
speak to papa today." Max—"Cer- weather?"
talnly, darling. He's got a telephone
"The weaker man, I suppose."
"Oh, no. He shows the samples."
I suppose?"—Fliegende Blaetter.
—Washington Herald.
The satisfaction of knowing you
are where you wanted to be quiets
That which We do for applause is
mlsgisings as to the route taken.
never our, best.

Great Pacific
Specials for Saturday, May 25.
8 lbs. Sugar
47c
7 bars Star Soap
26c
Nice clean Rice per lb .... 5e
Butterine, per lb.
17e
Gallon can Baldwin Apples
for
25c
11b can fancy sliced or grated Pineapple
10c
21b can fancy Table Peaches
for
10c
2lbs. fancy Wafer Crackers
for
23c
6 cans 1/-)c Corn for
43f•
31b cans Tomatoes
14)c
3Ib cans Rhubarb
10c
31b cans Pumpkin
10c
Palmer House Patent Flour
per sack
70e
15c Prunes, 3 Tbs. for
37c
10c Prupes 3 lbs for
24c
Dunkley's Extra
Fancy
Pears, per can

Dried Red Kidney Beans,
3 lbs. for ......
23c
No. 1 Navy Beans 7 lbs
24c
2 bottles Heinz Ketchup 2,5c
Olive Oil, per bottle only 25c
2 lbs. Seeded Raisins for 25c
12 tbs. Ice Cream Salt for 10c
Eagle Milk, per can
1.5c
Loose Cocoanut, per lb
17c
Blueing 3 boxes for
10e
Salt, 3 seam for
10c
Soda 3 pkg. for
10c
Baking Chocolats, cake 17c
16 ounce Mops. each
15e
6-tie Broom.,each
25c
4-tie Broom, each
ttic
Our TEAS are the best on
earth, 20c per pound off on
all teas Saturday.
20 lbs. Best Sugar for $1.00.
With every purchase of 3 lbs
of Palmer House blend Coffee, the hest coffee in Paducah

GREAT PACIFIC TEA
The Broadway
Old Phone 1179

COFFEE CO.
Store.

206 Broadway

New Phone 1176

seldom think of—make a big showing. Take coat
lapels for instance. Let them look dragged or
shabby, and your whole suit eems worn and dreary.
But, let them be graceful, well set, properly proportioned and how they brighten rip a suit is wonderful.

GREA f SOUTHERN
TEA AND COFFEE
COMPANY

The lapels on our suits are made With extreme care,
Hut, so is every detail that enter* into their manufacture. The coats are full cheated, the shoulders graceful
and lowish, the cloth carefully shrunk before being
made up, the buttons extra sewed, and) those little
things put into the garment to make it bold its shape
without the constant resort to the tailor's iron!
We are showing the prettiest patterns in the new
grays and browns, the checks and over-plaids you will
see in. the city and we shell be pleased to have you drop
in to slip on one or two of these suits, and note the
splendid workmanship,

Both Phones 805. 113 S. 2nd St.
Saturday is bargain
day.
We again
demonstrate no:
underselling power. You have
a right to expect lowest prices
here. Premium checks given
with every sale and are equal
to 6 per cent discount.
Sugar, 8 lbs
45c
White Cracked Rice, lb .5c
Meal, peck
15c
Patent Flour, bag
70c
Second Patent, bag
60c
Pickles, gallon
25c
Sweet Pickles, dozen
10c
Our popular blend Coffee
Delicious cup, 11)
18c
California Peaches, heavy
syrup, can
10c
Thistle Peas
12 1-2c
Cream Cheese, lb
20e
Brick Cheese, lb
20c
Limberger Cheese, cake 40c
Dried Apples, 3 its
25c
Dried Peaches, 2 lbs
25c
Catsup, big bottle
9c
Oyster Crackers, 3 Ms ..25c
Soda Crackers, 2 1136....15c
bard, 2 1-2 Ms
25c
Pitted Cherries. lb
25e
Ginger Snaps, 2 Ms
15c
25c Broom for
20c.
21Ic Mop for
15c
Seeded Prunes, Pkg.
10c
Ice Cream Salt, 25 lbs 20c
Pop Corn, half peck
10c
10 big bars Soap
25c
Currants, 3 Pkgs
25c
1 Pkg. Wheat Berry
10c

At

Every Price From $10.00 to $10.00
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Kis Requisition.
The records in the war department
in Washington are, as a rule, very
dry, but occasionally an entry
Is
found that is humorous.
An officer of engineers, in charge
of the construction of a read that
was to be built through a swamp, being energetic himself and used to sur
mounting mere obstacles, was surprised when one of his young lieutenants whom he had ordered
to
take twenty men
enter the
and
swamp said that he "could not dolt
the mud was too deep." The col-

onel ordered him to try. He did en,
and returned with his men covered
with mud, and said:
, The colonel Waisted, and told him
to make a requisition for anything
that was necessary for the safe passage. The lieutenant made his requisition in writing and on the spot. It
was as follows:
"I want twenty men eighteen feet
long to cross a swamp fifteen feet
deep."—Harpers Weekly.
When a woman has no one to talk
to she writes a letter.

It
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HOT WEATHER NECESSITIES

Olt
5 pieces FancyMercerized figured white
goods, a 15c value, for one hour
special at
(2C
1

Each changing season carries with it a few things which are almost essential if one is to be at all comfortable. We
have a magnificent display of such things for the hot days which are approaching with such rapid strides. A few of the
most urgent necessities are mentioned below but a ten minutes visit will tell a more complete and satisfactory story.

colors, a 10c value, for one hour
special at

25 pieces of real French Penang, suitable for summer dresses and men's
shirts, or ladies' shirt waists and children's dresses—white ground with inn
small figures—a 20c value for
I WO
5 pieces, each of black or navy Mile
mohair, 40 inches wide—our 50c
value, for this hour special at .
Ja
5 pieces fancy check silks—an exceptional offer is this. A regular 75c qa
value, tor this special hour at
INC
25 pairs Swiss Curtains—a special value
that we have been running all season in
our Carpet Department—one you %On
pay elsewhere 75c for, we have been
running as a leader for 50c, for this
special hour we are going to put 'In n
25 pairs only, on sale for
dab

Come down to sce.
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Refrigerators
We have the celebrated stone white
with the solid slate lining—perfeetly
sanitary. Also the White Mountain
n OMILMAI0d and gait'Sr.ts.sl lined,
55.50.160.00.

We have the largest
assortment ever in
the city.
We carry Hose in
all grades,from 3 to
7 ply. 9c to 20c per
i foot.
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HAMMOCKS
We have the celebrated
Palmer line, in all weaves
and colors. Prices ranging from $1.50 to $10.00.

SWINGS
We carry the Home Comfort and the
Zephyr. Either one of them will add
to the pleasure of life during the summer evenings. $6.00 to $12.00.

L. W. Henneberger Co.
Intatvrporatted.

422-424 Broadway.

"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY."

BOTH PtiONES 176

